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Foreword
When the Nazis seized power in Germany, the absolute first thing they set about was to crack down
on the Communist Party of Germany. Tens of thousands of communists and militants were murdered
and jailed and the party was declared illegal. It was obvious that the world revolution had not come
about and that capitalism had started a counter-offensive.
In the Soviet Union, there were many reasons to worry – imperialism worked hard to direct its
spearhead towards socialism, embodied in the Soviet Union. Deal after deal was agreed upon to
direct the German war machine to the east. In the east, it was obvious that the war would come; it
was mostly a matter of when.
The situation forced the Soviet Union to a change in tactics in relation to imperialism, which in turn
greatly affected the national communist parties. On the seventh World Congress of the Comintern,
the new tactics became embodied in the strive for popular and united fronts together with the social
democrats and progressive bourgeois elements. The defense of the Soviet Union became the most
important political goal – together with other political directions, the communists would now work
to minimize the threat of war in their respective countries and to fight fascism.
To make this possible, the analyses were changed. Fascism became the political expression of the
most extreme imperialists, which opened up the possibility of cooperating with the less extreme
imperialists. The political result was an adjustment of the revolutionary ideology, which could not
maintain its revolutionary character, because the cooperation – or at least the strive for cooperation
– would have been jeopardized.
The decisions that were taken, were taken in an extreme situation and it is not our intent to distance
ourselves from this or that decision, 80 years after they were taken. However, what we can see is
that the decisions that were taken created a new political basis, from which new decisions could be
taken, in the direction of cooperation with social democrats and bourgeois progressives. The door
was open and the process started.
The purpose of this text is to analyze what expressions this process took in a Swedish context and
how the Swedish communists expanded upon the door opened by the Comintern.
The results are clear: the changed that the communist party in Sweden went through, primarily
during the 40’s, fundamentally changed the communist ideology and laid the basis for the
degradation of the party, to what it is today: the Left Party – the left-wing of capital.
However, it is not enough to describe the development of the communist party, but we must also
place it within its context, which is why we also include a shorter analysis of the role of social
democracy in Sweden, as well as a shorter description of the repression that was directed towards
the communists in Sweden during the war.
Our hope is that the text challenges old patterns of thought that exist within the revolutionary
movement in Sweden and that it offers new perspectives to the ideological understanding of the role
of the communists and how we should formulate our politics.
Note: in the English version of the text, the sources that are available in English have been changed
in the notes, so that it is easier for international readers to follow. Those only available in Swedish
have been kept in the Swedish language.
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The policy of social democracy
After the war, the social democrats took command over Swedish capitalism and the party
strengthened its ties with the Swedish capitalists and imperialists. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
sketch an all-encompassing picture of the development during this time, because it would demand
much more work, but we still want to highlight certain aspects in order to draw some basic
conclusions.
During the war, the real wages of the workers plummeted – the government had introduced a wage
freeze in 1942. Because of the constant attacks on their wages, these had been frozen on an already
low level, which provoked the workers and created fertile ground for demands of wage increases
within the working class. At the same time, the rate of exploitation of the workers was increased,
through intensification of work.
These factors allowed the communists to organize and lead 130 000 metalworkers in a strike for
wage increases in 1945. The strike lasted five months and put an end to the lowering of wages and
the metalworkers had great use of the strike in the coming negotiations.
In 1944, the Social Democrats had presented a program for the workers’ movement in the post-war
era. In the programme, which was called The Post-War Programme of the Workers’ Movement,
demands for the nationalization of key industries, as well as an expanded welfare state was included.
Even if they very quickly abandoned the programme when their cooperation with the bourgeoisie
and capitalists deepened, some demands were carried out – in fact, had to be carried out, against the
background of the militancy of the workers, the influence of the communists and the victory of the
Soviet Union in the war. The real wages of the workers began to rise and certain benefits, such as
pensions and health care, was made available to the workers.
In 1948, the Swedish government, led by the Social Democrats, began to receive aid within the
framework of the Marshall Plan. Overall, Sweden received 107 million dollars in support, which was
much less than Denmark and Norway, but the support still succeeded in tying Sweden closer to
American imperialism and contributed to opening up Scandinavia to American capital. In this context,
it is also important to note that Sweden, almost directly after World War II, had begun developing
economic relations with and exporting goods to the Soviet Union. The participation of Sweden in the
Marshall Plan put an end to this.
In contrast to the social democratic programme of 1944, the policy that was carried out in 1950 was
openly to the benefit of capital. Price controls on basic goods were abolished, which made a price
hike on food possible. In the beginning of the 1950’s rationing was abolished, which previously had
guaranteed workers a basic amount of food. At the same time, the government and the state took a
more active role in the development of the economy. Big sums were invested in agriculture, which
soon was mechanized and new investments made possible a renewal of the industry’s machine
parks.
The Swedish state came to play a much more important role in the economic development during
the post-war era than before. Nationalizations were carried out, especially in sectors with low
profitability, but which were still important to Swedish capitalism. These measures were directed at
public transport, postal services, telecommunications, the electrical grid and the construction of
housing.
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We will also briefly highlight the role that the Swedish welfare state played in the expansion of
Swedish monopoly capital. With the development of the productive forces, new needs arose.
Workers had to be concentrated and moved where the industries were located, which created a
need for public housing. The solution was the construction of millions of new homes, which in turn
gave the big construction monopolies, among then Skanska, a drive forward and strongly contributed
to making the company into one of the world’s biggest construction companies.
For the working class, the process meant a move from their homes in the countryside, which they
had previously owned themselves, into the cities, where they moved into rental apartments, both
private and municipal. The meant that the wages of the workers to some extend were channeled
back into the system, which bound them even closer to the machinery of wage slavery. Even though
the standard was raised through these projects, it is not comparable with what would have been
possible under another system.
The welfare state was developed primarily from the needs of advanced capitalism to continue its
expansion and welfare also corresponded to needs of the productive forces, but the impact of a wellorganized workers’ movement could also press welfare further than what would have been
necessary for the meeting of the needs of the productive forces. One such example is the
introduction of a general system of retirement.
The state also began to interfere in the planning of the economy. It could take such expressions as
the directing of workers from ”stagnating” areas to areas with a need for workers. In this way, the
state could effectivize production and raise profitability for the private companies. Another way to
effectivize production was the introduction of the so-called MTM-method. Carried out by the state
and advocated by the Social Democrats, the method meant a supervision of the workers and a
mapping of their every move, in order to effectivize every single movement. The strikes of the miners
in the end of the 60’s and beginning of the 70’s were partly a reaction against these methods.
Although this hardly is a complete picture of the period, we can draw some basic conclusions before
moving on to the analysis of the development of the Communist Party of Sweden (SKP).
When it comes to the state, it is important to highlight the basic role that the bourgeois state plays in
ensuring that the capitalist machinery is well oiled and smooth. Nationalizations carried out were not
primarily aimed to benefit people, but corresponded to the needs of capital – in order for an
economic expansion to be possible, it was important that the transportation networks could be
expanded and in order to raise the profits for the construction companies, as well as to concentrate
workers to the industrial cities, new homes had to be built for the workers – in the interests of
monopoly capital.
Even though it would be wrong to see the welfare of the workers only as a consequence of the
development of capitalism – the workers fought and sacrificed a lot in order to create a better
situation – is it equally wrong to ignore this aspect in the construction of the welfare state.
When it comes to social democracy as a phenomenon, it is clear that it plays and played an important
role in pacifying the working class and binding it to capitalism. Without social democracy, it would
have been impossible for the bourgeoisie to effectively fight the communists – the influence of the
Social Democrats in the union movement and the workers’ movement became the most effective
weapon of the bourgeoisie against the communists.
4

After the war, the Social Democrats became excellent administrators of the capitalist system and
secured the expansion of Swedish capitalism through an effective and detailed management, as well
as through pacifying the workers’ movement.

The ideological development in the SKP during and after World War II
What characterizes the ideological development in the communist movement during this time is
foremost the eroding of central thoughts and elements that had guided the movement during the
earlier decades. The dictatorship of the proletariat was phased out to give room to a peaceful
transition to socialism, which in turn was characterized by ideas concerning the expansion of
democracy to the economy, often without further specification concerning whether the economic
democracy should be socialist or capitalist. The contradiction in capitalist society was reduced to
contradictions between different capitalist administrations while the basic contradiction between
labor and capital became less important. The strive for political unity with social democracy led to a
number of adjustments and concessions, among other things, the communist movement saw itself as
responsible for the policy pursued by the Social Democrats. These tendencies held the communist
party back and contributed to the establishment of Eurocommunism in Sweden two decades later.
All these changes – and many more – contributed to the degeneration of the communist party into
what today is the Left Party. The meaning of the political changers that took place during this period
has not only affected the tradition of the Left Party, but has also formed the base of the
development of the communist parties around Europe, including our own party, which was
established in 1977. The purpose was then to re-establish the communist party under the provisional
name Workers’ Party Communists (APK), in order to guarantee that there would be a communist
party in Sweden and that the struggle for socialism could continue, with a foundation in the best
traditions of the workers’ movement.
What happened during and after World War II affects the communist movement today and that is
why it is so important to critically analyze this development.
In this part of the text, we will discuss these changes. We will also try to track the different
tendencies back in time, within the framework of the communist tradition, in order to examine the
roots of the changes. However, first we will look at the material basis for these changes: what
produced them?

Why these changes?
In order to understand the shift from revolution to the peaceful road, it is important to understand
the material conditions, in which the communists existed during this time.
During the war, Sweden had been ruled by a coalition of all the ”democratic” parties because of the
special situation that was developing in Europe. The communists were branded as violent extremists
and the bourgeoisie judged them undemocratic. Because of this, they were excluded from the
national coalition.
In formulating the post-war policies of the SKP, a number of factors were active. The earlier
repression against the communists, which the movement was subjected to, in combination with the
dissolving of the Comintern and the newly opened possibilities to formulate a national policy, the
quantitative growth of the party during the last year of the war, as well as the ideological heritage of
the peoples’ and united fronts were combined and gave rise to a new sort of policy.
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Yet another factor was the need to defend the Soviet Union, which was subjected to an enormous
pressure from the entire imperialist world. The national communist parties became important tools
in this defense and in order for the defense to be as effective as possible; the parties became more
and more eager to be accepted in their respective nations.

The repression against the communists
Instead of being takin into the ”democratic” community, the communists were persecuted like never
before. The Social Democrats and the bourgeoisie unleashed furious attacks against the communists.
They used terror attacks, concentrations camps and repeatedly tried to silence the communist press.
This culminated during the Finnish Winter War.
In the beginning, the communist newspaper Ny Dag (New Day) stood in the center of the attacks. By
first demanding all the loans of the newspaper to be paid and thereafter forcing newspaper kiosks to
stop selling the newspaper, as well as threatening advertisers in the newspaper, the bourgeoisie tried
to silence the newspaper. Thanks to a powerful mobilization of members and sympathizers, the
economy of the party and the newspaper could be saved.
The next step was to involve the courts. It had been made illegal to ”damage the relations with
foreign powers” and this was frequently used to accuse the communist press for criminal behavior.
To counter this repression, comrades that had volunteered to fight in Spain signed articles and used
their names as editors. The reason for this was that when they had come home from Spain, they had
been blacklisted and could not find any work. When they were sentenced because of their articles
and activities as editors, at least they got roof over their heads and food for a couple of months. The
longest punishment meted out was five months of hard labor for an old volunteer, who had signed
an article criticizing the government’s support from the reactionary powers in Finland.
When it became obvious that this tactic would work either, the repression was intensified. In 1940,
the parliament unanimously (except for the communist deputies and one liberal) adopted a law that
would have made outlawing the communist party possible. The law was never used, but its approval
meant that the party always had the threat of illegality hanging over its head. Because of the threats,
the party chairman, Sven Linderot, was often absent from meetings, because the party feared that he
would be arrested. At the same time, the police conducted raids in the offices of the party around
the country, as well as in the homes of communist and labor unions dominated by communists.
Within the labor unions and the broader workers’ movement, the Social Democrats tried to attack
the communists through either banning them or forbidding them from having certain posts within
the unions. In their newspapers the Social Democrats called for the ”extinction” of the communists
and meant that ”[a]ll sentimental regard has to give way when it comes to the communists” and that
communists ”are not human beings in any ordinary sense of the word.”1
Simultaneously, the government banned the transport of the communist newspapers on Swedish
railroads and the handling of them in Swedish ports. The distribution of the party’s newspapers was
therefore organized by the members of the party, who personally travelled through the country to
deliver them.
The atmosphere was thick with anti-communism and as a natural development; attacks were
planned and carried out against the communists. The offices of Ny Dag in Stockholm were raided by
1

Francke, Per, ”Då kommunisterna gjordes fredlösa”, i Arbetarhistoria nr 24-25 (1982-83), s. 55.
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armed right-wing youths – luckily, veterans of the Spanish Civil War were there, and they could easily
disarm the youths. Party members and veterans took turns guarding the party offices to defend them
against attackers.
In the north of Sweden, the communists were not as lucky. On the third of March 1940, local police,
representatives of the People’s Party (today The Liberals) and local reactionary journalists carried out
an attack on the communist newspaper Norrskensflamman (Flame of the Northern Lights), which
resulted in the death of five persons, two of them children. One of the victims was Arthur Hellberg,
member of the central committee of the SKP, as well as editor of the Norrskensflamman. It is the
worst terror attack to ever take place in Sweden, together with the terror attack in Stockholm 2017.
During this time, thousands of communists that had been conscripted into the army because of the
risk of war were interned. They were put in camps, mostly in the north of Sweden. They were kept
there, isolated from the rest of society, never knowing whether they would be executed or not. One
of the imprisoned men lost his wife and child in the attack against the Norrskensflamman but was
refused permission to visit their funeral.
The first camp was created in 1939 and they were continuously expanded as long as Nazi-Germany
was on the offensive against the Soviet Union. As soon as the tide of the war had turned, the camps
were closed. Apart from the camps where they placed Swedish communists, other camps were set
up to house foreign communists that had fled Nazism.
This summary of the repression against the Swedish communists during World War II serves as a
factor, which affected the ideological development within the Swedish communist movement.
Because of the repression, the party became more careful and it became more and more important
to portray the party as democratic, in order to become accepted by the bourgeois parties and the
non-revolutionary workers. In combination with other factors, which will be described below, this
constitutes party of the material basis, from which the ideological development of the party took off.

The attacks on the communists after the war
After the war, the repression against the communists took different forms than before. It was no
longer possible to continue in the same way, partly due to the prestige of the Soviet Union and partly
because of the growth in the communist movement (in the elections in 1944, the communists
managed to gather more than 10 percent of the votes). Instead, the attacks against the communists
within the workers’ movement intensified. Tage Erlander, the social democratic prime minister said
in 1948 that the ”workplaces are battlefields against the communists.”
In 1941, the Swedish Trade Union Confederation (LO) was centralized, which meant that after that
point, decisions on strikes had to be taken by the central leadership. This gathered power over the
labor unions in the hands of the leading social democrats, who at the same time built a powerful
organization of elected representatives that was used against the communists after the war.
In 1945, a big survey was conducted by the social democratic leaders in the labor unions in order to
measure the balance of power between the communists and the social democrats within the labor
union movement. The survey showed that one in ten Central Trade Union Organizations (FCO)2 were
2

Later abolished, the FCOs were local labor parliaments, where members of different labor unions elected
representatives. Not only were the big unions represented, but also the breakaway anarcho-syndicalists
participated in the FCOs.
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in the hands of the communists, which allowed them to lead the Metal Workers’ Strike in 1945. The
mapping of the communists was also carried out in cooperation with the secret police and was
continued at least into the 70’s. All in all, hundreds of thousands of communists, peace activists,
union members and others were registered by the Social Democrats and the secret police.
Based on this survey, it was possible for the Social Democrats to effectivize the attacks on the
communists. The elected union representatives that had any connection to the Social Democrats
were trained in how to best act against the communists. Hired agitators were sent to districts that
were dominated by the communists.
In this way, it was possible for the Social Democrats to slowly but steady undermine the support that
the communists had within the workers’ movement.
Various factors were active in influencing the new direction of the communists. In addition to what
has been outlined above, a bourgeois commentator formulates it as follows:
Both the programme and the comments [to the new programme of the communists; comments were
from the central committee] were formed under the impression of contemporary events in Europe [...]
The success of the Red Army, the collapse of the old states, the resistance in the still occupied countries
and the radicalization of the continental social democracy together with the new psychological situation
in Sweden, gave rise to a substantial optimism. 3

To the repression against the communists, who in ”the defense of their press and the legality of their
party more and more had been driven onto the road of principal democracy, the consequence of
which was that democracy became a goal in itself, instead of a means to an end”, we must also add
the ideological heritage that came from the 7th World Congress of the Comintern in 1935 and the
calls to form united workers’ parties and enter into united and popular fronts.4

The fronts and the united proletarian party
As in many other communist parties during this time, the tactics of the SKP were directed towards
the establishment of political unity with the Social Democrats and other ”progressive” forces. Central
to these ideological changes was an almost naïve optimism that led leading cadres into believing that
a peaceful transition to socialism was possible and that it was possible to achieve this through the
creation of a united Marxist workers’ party.
The instructions of the Comintern in the creation of the united party
This tendency can be traced back at least to the recommendations that the Comintern gave in 1935,
when Georgi Dimitrov established that ”[t]he interests of the class struggle of the proletariat and the
success of the proletarian revolution make it imperative that there be a single party of the
proletariat in each country.”5
The united workers’ party was seen as the logical development of the united front and would in turn
also strengthen the front. However, unity was only to be established on certain terms and on certain
preconditions:

3
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That the cooperation of social democracy with the bourgeoisie is cancelled and that social
democracy acts totally independent from the bourgeoisie
That the unity of action has already been established
That the necessity of revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat in the form of soviets
is recognized
That the social democrats refuse to support the bourgeoisie of its own country in the
imperialist war
That the new party is built on the foundation of democratic centralism6

The activity of the communist parties were thus directed towards achieving unity with social
democracy – not just unity in action, but also the actual unity of the social democratic and
communist parties.
The demands on social democracy that the Comintern formulated were extensive and of course
entailed difficulties. In Sweden, the communists barely managed to get the social democrats to
accept a united front, much less a united party. This did not mean that the communists did not try.
Through new party and action programmes, through the loosening of the original demands made on
the social democrats by the Comintern and through a conciliatory attitude towards the social
democratic party, the SKP tried to open the way towards political unity.
As we will see, the conditions for the unity of the workers’ parties that Comintern proposed were
significantly diluted by the SKP, which even led to isolated accusations of liquidatory activity from the
cadre of the party. Although Dimitrov warned that unity was ”not a reconciliation with SocialDemocratic ideology and practice” one can see how the policy of unity opened the door to a more
conciliatory attitude towards social democracy – the more intense the attempts to unite with social
democracy, the more conciliatory did the own policies become.7 If the communist movement had
never started out on such a route, the door would never have been opened to an adjustment of the
politics of the communists to the social democrats.

United front and united proletarian party
After the dissolution of the Comintern, the communists started the search for their own paths
forward. As a reaction to the dissolution, the Swedish party appointed a political commission,
consisting of several prominent members of the party.8 It was to lead the work in producing a new
party programme to replace the old Comintern one. Four weeks later, during the summer of 1943,
the commission presented its work on the national conference of the party.
The proposal was that the starting-point for the discussion around a new programme should be the
old social democratic one from 1920, which had been inspired by the German Erfurt programme. The
reason for this, was that the programme was considered as ”guiding for the political struggle of the
workers’ movement by hundreds of thousands of workers.”9 The chairman of the party, Sven
Linderot, underlined that the reason for the adoption of the programme of 1920 was not ideological,
but tactical – it would be seen as a way to strengthen the left within the Social Democrats at a point
6
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in time when there were large contradictions between the left and right within the social democratic
party.10 It has to be pointed out that the programme that was adopted as the starting-point for the
discussion is the programme that was adopted by the social democratic party three years after the
party had split in a revolutionary and reformist part.
The conference approved the suggestion of the political commission and adopted the programme of
1920 as its starting point, even though its terminology was somewhat sharpened.11 At the same time,
the conference appointed a programmatic commission, which had as its mission to create a new
party programme.
In February of 1944, the commission presented its suggestion for a new programme, which would be
presented to the members on the congress later the same year, so that also they would be able to
make their voices heard. The programme was very short and in very general formulations laid out the
worldview of the party. Therefore, it was not called programme, but principles. Further specifications
concerning the policies of the party would instead be formulated in ”election programmes and in
political resolutions from the various organs of the party.”12 Even though these principles are short,
some changes are very important. Certain central concepts, such as the dictatorship of the
proletariat, the revolution and the struggle for Soviet-Sweden had been removed.13 The principles
furthermore established that the conditions were ripe for a transition to socialism, because
monopoly capitalism had turned into state monopoly capitalism.14 In a commentary to the
programme, Linderot said that because the goal of the SKP was to create a united workers’ party, it
was also necessary for the programme to be able to be used for this united party.15 The purpose of
the programme was that it be accepted by ”all Marxist socialists” and that it therefore constituted an
”excellent help in the continued struggle for political unity.”16
The proposal was accepted on the party congress of May 1944. In contrast to the earlier programmes
of the party, both its own from 1921 and the programme of the Comintern from 1928, an
explanation of the road to socialism was completely left out and not mentioned at all.17 This meant
that the necessity of the violent revolution completely disappeared, which in itself was not a position
in favor of the peaceful transition. Instead, the absence of the violent revolution opened the door for
future interpretations and discussions around the peaceful transition. That is why both Hilding
Hagberg and Fritjof Lager, members in the Politburo of the party, could establish that a peaceful
transition was ”possible” and ”could not be ruled out.”18
Apart from the accepting of the programme, the congress of 1944 also adopted the social democratic
Post-War Programme as its own programme of action. The Post-War Programme was considered by
the communists as a relatively radical social democratic programme that opened the door to a future
peaceful transition to socialism. The communists also noted that the entire programme could not be
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carried out within the framework of capitalism. If the SKP were successful in forcing the labor unions
and the Social Democrats to keep the programme, this would become obvious to them.19
After the congress, the party had been equipped with general principles and a social democratic
programme of action. The purpose of both these programmes was to strengthen the political unity
within the working class, as well as the left wing within the social democratic party. The
strengthening of the left within social democracy served the over-arching purpose of political unity:
the stronger the left, the more inclined to cooperation would the social democrats be.
However, before the establishment of the united proletarian party, the establishment of the united
front between the communists and the social democrats was important to establish. Without having
been preceded by a common and united struggle, the political unity could not bear fruit or become
permanent. The common struggle directs the communist and social democratic workers towards a
common goal and thus creates an understanding between them. In this way, the common struggle
would be a first and necessary step towards building the united party.
In his speech Democratic Programme of Action, Linderot explains that one party should not join the
other, because this would only result in ”fractional fighting and splits of the sort that social
democracy has already had enough of, without the communists joining in.”20 One way to strengthen
this common action was the establishment of what the communists called a left-wing government.
The left-wing government would consist of the social democratic and communist parties and would
constitute an alternative to the coalition government. The goal was to break the social democratic
party away from the bourgeoisie, which had meant that the ”social democratic leaders had been
forced to replace the class collaborationist policy with an independent workers’ policy.”21 The new
government would base itself on the ”working class and all other progressive forces within other
strata of the population.”22 In Democratic Programme of Action, Linderot formulates the central idea:
If all the forces of democracy, that is, those who have an interest in the breaking of the power of
monopoly capital and in fighting the reaction, were to be united with the working class, the front of
democracy would have such an superior position in contrast to reaction that all resistance from the
reactionary side would be fruitless.23

Here, another important tendency in the development of the communist party becomes clear: it is
the number of people that is important, not the quality of the people. With enough people behind,
the resistance of reaction would become fruitless – focus has been shifted from the conscious avantgarde to the mass party, which also becomes clear in the basic conditions that the communists in
Sweden at this time presents:



The main points in the newly adopted principles of the communist party must be accepted
The class collaborationist policy of the social democrats must be broken

19
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Unity of action must have brought the parties closer to each other and must have laid the
foundation for unity24

Compared to the conditions of the Comintern for the creation of the united proletarian party, the
dictatorship of the proletariat and the violent revolution has been removed, as well as the condition
that the new party was to be organized along the lines of democratic centralism. Only one of the
demands of the SKP was actually fulfilled by the time of the congress in 1944: the recognition of the
basic principles of the party. As they were fundamentally social democrat, no reasonable objection
could have been raised by the social democrats in regards to the program.
Through the united actions and the establishment of the left-wing government, the foundation of the
united proletarian party was to be laid. When this unity had been achieved, the communists wanted
to expand it even further.
The democratic bloc
The next step in the endeavor to build unity was called the democratic bloc by the communists. The
bloc was supposed to constitute an expansion of the unity that was to be established with the social
democrats, as well as on the common Post-War Programme, which would make the ”divide between
democracy and reaction clear.”25 The concrete shape of the action programme that the communists
envisaged was supposed to be formed by a ”commission, in which the LO and the both workers’
parties were equally represented.”26 Afterwards, ”an approach to all progressive and democratic
forces in Sweden to form a democratic bloc for the carrying out of the programme” was to be
made.27
Consisting of the communists, the social democrats, as well as ”progressives from bourgeois parties”
the democratic bloc would ”draw a clear line of separation between the forces of fascism, reaction
and big finance.”28
On their side, the communists saw the democratic bloc as ”nothing else than a Swedish road to
socialism” and made it clear that the Swedish socialism was supposed to be ”built on Swedish
democracy.”29 Exactly what was meant by claiming that the Swedish way to socialism was to be built
on Swedish democracy is somewhat unclear, but in the pamphlet Financial Programme of Action,
written by C-H Hermansson, he approaches the question more concretely, which we will return to
later in the text.
The entire purpose in forming the democratic bloc was to isolate monopoly capital, which in turn
would ”rob the bourgeoisie of their chances to win mass influence for a policy against the
development and deepening.”30 The goal was to ”consolidate democracy, to curtail the power of big
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finance and create safety for people by realizing such measures, as are included in the Post-War
Programme.”31
We will return to the question of democracy and of big finance later in the text. First, we need to
explore how such clear endeavors towards unity as the communists during this time gave voice to, of
course also impacted the way in which they viewed social democracy, as well as the own party’s
relation to social democracy and reformism.
Consequences in the view of and relation to social democracy
In his speech Democratic Programme of Action, Linderot explained very clearly what the strive for
unity meant for the relation of the communists to social democracy.
We cannot portray ourselves as incapable of error and the social democrats as more or less hostile
towards socialism, if we want to achieve cooperation with the purpose of creating political unity with
social democracy.32

In order to achieve unity, it was of course necessary to tone down the critique of social democracy,
to not highlight the obstacles that they placed and place in the struggle for socialism. He meant that
the party had to confirm that ”there is an honest aspiration to benefit the working class and an
honest aspiration to achieve socialism within the ranks of social democracy, as well as among their
leaders.”33
To show their goodwill towards social democracy, Hilding Hagberg explained, in a commentary to the
Post-War Programme, that the communists ”take a benevolently cautious position, but follow their
own, independent line.”34 The hostility towards reformism and social democracy is in a very concrete
way loosened up and culminates when the SKP claims not to be a party in opposition anymore. In yet
another comment to the Post-War Programme, Linderot explains that
[w]e feature in this year’s parliamentary debate from the side of the communist party, for the first time
since we have had our representatives elected to parliament as a party, not as an oppositional party in
the real meaning of the word.35

The party felt itself to have a responsibility as a ”growing mass party” to prepare for ”participation in
the direction of the politics of the Swedish working class.”36 As of now, the party declared itself to be
”participant and co-responsible in the efforts of the entire workers’ movement to carry out a new
kind of politics.”37 That is also why it was important to ”in the future only direct objective and
positive criticism when such criticism is necessary and needed” so that they party could ”stop
constantly provoking the social democrats.”38
As the strive towards unity progresses, the hostile attitude towards social democracy is continually
adjusted and the SKP starts to view the Social Democrats as a workers’ party, with which one can
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fight for socialism. The change was necessary – it is not possible to seek unity with a party that one
directs heavy criticisms and blows towards. Such a position would not build confidence neither
amongst the social democrats, nor amongst the party’s own members. The logical conclusion of the
strive for unity is that the view of social democracy is changed in a positive direction. In the end, this
is also connected to the new view on tactics and strategy that the party made its own.
Steps and phases on the way
It is important to understand that the changed relationship to social democracy is also connected
with the goals that the party formulated for itself; how the party analyzed its tactical and strategical
goals. In a speech on the enlarged meeting of the politburo in May 1943, Sven Linderot explained the
view of the party on the tactical and strategical goals. The strategic goal was not socialism, but
socialism was declared to be the historical goal. That is why the strategy was to be focused on
covering longer periods. The period that the party saw before itself was a period of anti-fascism. In
order to be able to build socialism, fascism had to be conquered:
If we agree on this goal, if we agree that the revolutionary socialist movement cannot be victorious until
fascism has been liquidated, the task of understanding the tactical problems will be much easier for us.39

The first and primary goal was to defeat fascism. The achievement of this was a big reason for
seeking unity with social democracy. In an article from the theoretical journal Vår tid (Our time) in
1946, Linderot wrote that ”we need unity with social democracy in order to be able to liquidate
fascism.”40
Within the framework of the strategical goal of crushing fascism, the party sought to establish
tactical united and popular fronts, but also the united proletarian party. We have seen how this
affected the view of social democracy and the relation to the reformist movement and we will also
see how the party adapted to capitalism and the capitalist state.

The peaceful road to socialism
What we have seen so far, is that the adoption of new programs and principles phased out central
concepts such as the dictatorship of the proletariat, without it being replaced by something else. This
opened the door to interpretations and speculations and it did not take long until they filled the void
with a clearly expressed hope in the peaceful road to socialism. It was a new orientation that was
adopted unanimously by the party, even though there were some protests and discontent from a
few party cells and local organization. However, the opposition was never united and coherent in its
critique.
We will now move over to analyzing the more ideological aspects of the change that took place in the
Swedish communist movement. These are connected to what we have discussed earlier, but it can
be difficult to see what gives rise to what. Instead, one should see the development dialectically: one
affects and enhances the other; nothing takes place in isolation but in reciprocal relationships.
On the meeting of the central committee in March 1945, the peaceful transition received a more
concrete form for the first time. For the meeting, Set Persson was assigned to explain the political
situation and the tasks of the party. He explained that
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[w]e give our adherence to the aspiration to on regular democratic ways, through union negotiations,
bargaining agreements, legislation, parliamentary decisions, governmental action and so on advance on
a peaceful road and we acknowledge this road to be passable. 41

The analysis that the party carried out, was that a number of key factors had fundamentally changed
the conditions for the struggle for socialism. These were:







In general, power had been moved in such a way as to benefit the working class and the
expectations were big that this process would continue also in Sweden, because the shift in
power had gone even further in Europe.42 This power was built on the fact that ”the working
class had been able to conquer certain positions in the state apparatus.”43 Above all, the
changing situation in Europe, where the working class had advanced its positions, that ”an
armed revolt from the part of the Swedish bourgeoisie against the wielding of power of the
working class [was] pointless.”44
The power of the working class in Sweden took the following expression: a strong and united
Trade Union Confederation (LO), in addition to a majority in parliament for the workers’
parties, as well as in certain regional assemblies and in a large number of municipalities. In
the workers’ majority, the Social Democrats were counted.45
The size of the working class had grown and it now encompassed more than 60 percent of
the people, while the bourgeoisie was both economically and politically split.46
Especially inspiring was the growth of the People’s Democracies in Eastern Europe. These
were given much space in the theoretical discussions of the party and the establishment of a
People’s Democracy in Sweden was considered reasonable.47

Within the framework of the peaceful road to socialism, the changed view on and relationship to
social democracy can fit, seeing as the unity with social democracy was the foundation, on which the
peaceful transition was to be built. Apart from these aspects, there are more ideological changes to
observe.
On one level, the peaceful transition built on a change in focus. While traditional Marxism-Leninism
builds on the scientific identification of the basic contradiction between labor and capital, the
fundamental contradiction within the framework of the peaceful transition became the contradiction
between democracy and reaction, in turn a continuation on the main contradiction that had existed
during the struggle against fascism: the contradiction between democracy and fascism. In Vår Tid,
Sven Linderot described ”the post-war era as being characterized by the struggle between the old
and new time, between democracy and reaction.”48 In this way, focus has been shifted from the
material basis of capitalism to that of its political expressions; to the political superstructure.
This change in focus is also related to the modified view on social democracy, because if the main
enemy were reaction, it would have been natural that all non-reactionaries were potential allies,
41
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above all social democracy. This is a fundamental difference from earlier times, when social
democracy was seen as a guarantee for the stability and continuation of capitalism. The logical
consequence of this was the struggle for the expanded democracy, which in turn would limit the
power of monopoly capitalism. By together with the entire workers’ movement and the progressive
from other strata of the population creating a democratic bloc the road would be open to the
limitation of the power of the monopolies, which in turn would clear the way for the peaceful
transition to socialism. C-H Hermansson wrote that the expansion of democracy essentially should be
carried out ”through increased societal influence over the economic life, while at the same time the
democratization of the state apparatus is carried out.”49
This leads us directly to the question of the state. The defense of the party against attacks, in
combination with other outer factors, such as the need to establish friendly relations between the
own country and the Soviet Union, made it all the more important to maintain and deepen bourgeois
democracy and together with the ”objective factors” that was perceived as foundations for the
peaceful transition to socialism, the road was opened to a revision in the analysis of the state.
Instead of a struggle for the establishment of Soviet, the party needed to ”conquer and place the old,
historically developed, national organs for peoples’ power: municipal and national parliamentary
assemblies, in the service of the working class.”50
In the following, we will paint a picture of these basic tendencies, because they are central in
understanding the peaceful transition to socialism, such as it was developed by the Communist Party
of Sweden during this time.
A shift in focus: from ”labor-capital” to ”democracy-reaction”
The basic contradiction within the capitalist system is the one between capital and labor. One class
exploits the other and appropriates the surplus value created by the other class. This contradiction is
found in the economic basis of the capitalist system: it is the foundation, on which the entire system
is built.
During this time, it is possible to see a change from this perspective to another, where the main
contradiction is to be found between democracy and reaction. This means that focus was shifted
from the scientific analysis of the material basis of capitalism to the different political expressions of
capitalism – focus was shifted from the material basis to the political superstructure.
In his speech Democratic Programme of Action that Sven Linderot held on the 13th congress of the
party in 1946, he gave this change a more programmatic expression when he said that ”the post-war
era is characterized by this struggle between democracy and reaction.”51 This was the case not only
in Sweden, but also in the entire world. His comrade, Gunnar Öhman, explained that ”it is obvious
that the political contradictions that exist within the nations and between the nations more and more
clearly can be split along two lines: democracy and reaction.”52 Linderot’s speech was accepted by
the congress of the party as directive for the party line.53 The most immediate consequence is that
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the difference between proletarian and bourgeois democracy becomes unclear and that the two
kinds of democracies become very difficult to distinguish from one another.54
Even though the formal change took place in 1946, the tactics of the party was formed by this change
before. In relation to tactics, the change in focus opened up the possibility of adopting the slogan of
the democratic bloc. As we have seen, this aimed at gathering all democratic and progressive forces
in the country in the struggle against reaction. The democratic bloc would build on an expanded
Post-War Programme that had been worked over by the SKP, the LO and the Social Democrats – this
expanded programme was to constitute the platform, from which a clear line could be drawn against
reaction.55
The contradiction between democracy and reaction is not taken out of thin air, but builds on what
came before, specifically on the theoretical underpinnings of the united front that Dimitrov
presented on the seventh World Congress of the Comintern. In his finishing speech, he formulated it
as follows:
Now the working masses in a number of capitalist countries are faced with the necessity of making a
definite choice, and of making it today, not between proletarian dictatorship and bourgeois democracy,
but between bourgeois democracy and fascism. 56

Without commenting further upon the situation or with what purpose Dimitrov spoke his words, it is
clear that his speech and activity during the congress would have far-reaching consequences. The
repositioning of the contradiction from the economic area (labor – capital) to the political (bourgeois
democracy – fascism) opened up other possibilities to re-formulate the political contradictions.
Without this opening, it would not have been possible for the Swedish party to formulate the
contradictions in Sweden in the way that was done; neither would it have been possible for fraternal
parties around the world to do the same.
Earlier, we have shown how the front with social democracy made possible the loosening of the
principles of democratic centralism, which was left out completely in the principles of unity that was
formulated by the leaders of the party. In the strive for unity, democratic centralism became more
and more of an obstacle: if the goal was to gather as many people as possible in the struggle for
democracy, it would have been counter-productive to maintain strict rules concerning who could
become a member of the party. Gunnar Öhman, representing the central committee, posed the
following question:
But what benefits our class and the party best? The small elite of 100 percent clear communists, isolated
from the masses, or the big commune, with less clear members but with good connections with the
working class?

He answered as follows:
Our party is not, cannot be some kind of society for internal admiration or some kind of sacred sect, but
the party is a fighting workers’ organization, whose doors are open for all other class comrades and for
all others who want to lend their forces to the struggle of the working class. The ideal that we must
strive for when it comes to building the party is not the small elite of 100 percent clear communists, but
the big mass organization of conscious communist fighters.57
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Another time, Öhman accused those that he called ”sectarians” (in general, those who did not agree
with the mass line) that they were not interested in the least developed workers.58 When this
reasoning is turned around, the consequences become clear: ”the sectarians” take into consideration
the most conscious workers, but do not want to shift their focus to the mass of unconscious workers.
In contrast to this, Öhman, who spoke on behalf of the central committee, shifted focus to the least
conscious workers.
Consequently, the congresses of 1944 and 1946 decided to ease the conditions for membership,
making it easier to become a member.
More and more, the party became a mass party instead of an avant-garde party. Very telling is also
the reasoning behind the adoption of the party principles in 1944, which Hilding Hagberg explained
were directive for hundreds of thousands of workers. With this, he put the relation between the
party and the workers on its head: instead of leading the workers, the party followed them and what
the workers considered directive, also became directive for the party.
The logical outcome of this changed line of conflict also became a change in the direct struggle of the
party. Within the framework of the new line of conflict that the party and the world movement
formulated, the Swedish communists started to discuss the expansion of democracy to the economy,
partly as a way to secure a more effective an democratic governing, which would limit the exercise of
power of monopoly capital in the state and in turn pave the road for the peaceful transition to
socialism. The big problem is that democracy is being discussed within the framework of capitalism;
it is the bourgeois democracy that is supposed to be expanded and it is the bourgeois state that is
supposed to be torn from the capitalists.
The expansion of democracy to the economy or the limitation of the power of capital
In several speeches, pamphlets and articles during this time, one finds several formulations on the
goal of the communists to expand democracy to also cover the economy. These thoughts are best
and most coherently formulated in the pamphlet Financial Programme of Action, written by C-H
Hermansson. The big problem here is one of ambiguity: what kind of democracy is actually meant
and under which sort of economic system does it exist?
Neither democracy nor economy exist separately, independent of the class society in which they
exist. Democracy does not exist in itself, it is either bourgeois or proletarian. The same can be said of
the economy: it is either capitalist or socialist. The problem that arises in the discussions around the
expansion of democracy in the SKP during this time is the ambiguity around this. Is it the expansion
of capitalist democracy that is meant, its transformation seen as a slow process? Is the expansion of
democracy in reality socialism and the revolution?
Hermansson means that the party ”suggests an expanded and rationalized societal control as a
general line for the influence of the people over the economic life” and established the will of the
party to ”expand the area that lie under the control and authority of the people [...] to also include
democratic life.”59
The wording is vague, but what comes later in the pamphlet clears up any question marks.
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Such an expansion of democracy to also encompass economic life presupposes that the power of the
previous rulers, the monopoly capitalists, has been limited and broken. This means the establishment of
the foundation of a transition to socialism in our land.60

Seeing as the foundation for socialism laid, Hermansson means that the expansion in itself does not
mean socialism, but that it is a step on the way and a precondition for socialism. The expansion of
democracy becomes a way to challenge and limit the power of the monopoly within the framework
of capitalism; to break their influence over the state, because ”[t]his expansion of democracy should
[primarily] be conducted through an increase in the power of society in influencing the economic life,
while at the same time, the state apparatus is being democratized.”61
The democratization of the state apparatus plays, as we have already seen, and as we later will see,
an important role, where several representatives establishes the party line in the same way as
Hermansson has done in the Financial Programme of Action.
To take one example, the party writes in the study material Our road to socialism that
[a]dvancing to a real exercise of power for the communist party in society means that the state
apparatus is being pulled away from the dominating influence of the bourgeoisie. 62

The expanded democracy is connected with the limitation of the power of the capitalists. This is
thought of as a gradual process, which in itself does not mean that the transition to socialism is
completed, but rather that the foundation is laid for a peaceful transition. Hilding Hagberg writes in a
commentary to the Post-War Programme that this would be fully possible ”through the use by the
working class of every position and sharpen its struggle without therefore breaking the parliamentary
forms.”63 The key to the peaceful transition was seen in the Post-War Programme and in one of his
speeches in the national parliament, Linderot said that
[t]he programme intends such a transformation of the economic and political situation in our country
that its implementation actually would mean that roads are opened for a peaceful transition from a
capitalist economy to a socialist.64

In Democratic Programme of Action, Linderot develops his thoughts:
Full employment, effectivity in the economy, democracy, raised standard of living, state planning and
direction of production and consumption where it is necessary for the public in order to achieve desired
results – these guidelines open the ways to a peaceful transition to socialism. 65

In which way would these measures open the way to the peaceful transition? Through limiting and
curbing the power of monopoly capital. In the same rate as the communist party pushes its positions
forward within the state, the power of monopoly capital is weakened, and vice versa. In the study
material of the party, it says that
[a]dvancement to a real exercise of power in society for the communist party means that the state
apparatus is gradually being drawn from the dominating influence of the bourgeoisie and that our
country can be held outside of the attempts of the imperialist powers to infiltrate it.66
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With this reasoning, the main focus of the communist must become to conquer position within the
bourgeois state apparatus, which would enable them to carry out an effectivization of the economy,
an increase in the planning of the state and other reforms that could open the way for the peaceful
transition. The influence of the communists would in this way break the power of capital over its own
state, which means that the communists did not regard the state as a tool for the ruling class, but
rather as something that exists independently of the classes: the state can be conquered by both the
one and the other class and be used in different ways. Instead of being a tool for the ruling class, the
state becomes something that can be equally used by all parties; it all depends on the relation of
power.
That is why the struggle is openly conducted within the framework of the capitalist democracy and
the idea is that the working class can exercise its power with the help of the tools that capitalism has
created – despite the fact that these were created by the ruling class, for its own exercise of power.
That is why the communists also found it important to maintain the peoples’ trust in the national
parliament and the state, despite the fact that the communists did not control it. That is why
Linderot complains that there is a ”lack of respect for the national parliament among the masses and
a tendency to view the parliament as subordinate and weak.”67
We have seen that the analysis of the capitalist state has gone through a certain change, and we will
now look closer on how the communists during this time actually viewed the state.
The state: change or crush it?
At the national conference of 1943, Nils Holmberg declared that the struggle for Soviets in Sweden
was inappropriate – instead, the goal should be to ”conquer and place the old, historically
developed, national organs for peoples’ power: municipal and national parliamentary assemblies, in
the service of the working class.”68 In practice, this meant that Holmberg advocated a departure from
the lessons that Marx, Lenin and millions of revolutionaries had drawn: the state of the capitalists
cannot be transformed into the state of the workers.
After the Paris Commune, Marx could draw some valuable lessons concerning the possibilities of
takin over the already developed bourgeois state, and use it for revolutionary purposes:
The centralized state power, with its ubiquitous organs of standing army, police, bureaucracy, clergy,
and judicature – organs wrought after the plan of a systematic and hierarchic division of labor –
originates from the days of absolute monarchy, serving nascent middle class society as a mighty weapon
in its struggle against feudalism.69

Just because the capitalist state power had been created for the bourgeoisie and is shaped to meet
its needs, the working class ”cannot simply lay hold of the ready-made state machinery, and wield it
for its own purposes.”70
The re-evaluation of Holmberg and the party concerning the possibilities of activity within the state
and using the capitalist state is based in the material conditions that we discussed earlier and at the
same time, it is the logical continuation of the new analysis of the state.
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In the Financial Programme of Action, Hermansson maintains that Swedish capitalism is a ”state
monopoly capitalism, where the monopoly capitalists have the dominating power and where the
state apparatus lies in the hands of the bourgeoisie.”71 As a characterization, there is not much to
object to. However, it is in the attitude of the party, that a completely different view of the state than
the one Marx gave voice to can be seen.
In the same programme of action Hermansson writes that it is ”necessary to transfer state power to
the hands of the working class, to secure key positions for the working class and to democratize the
state apparatus.”72 It was necessary ”[t]o for the working class and the communist party conquer
such positions in the state apparatus that a real exercise of power for the communist party in society
becomes possible.”73
This perspective reveals a number of things. Most importantly, Hermansson establishes that the
power of the bourgeoisie over the state apparatus is temporary and can be broken, and at the same
time, he connects the exercise of power with the influence within the state – the more influence, the
more power can be exercised. Here, we can also see the beginning of the shift from nonparliamentary actions to parliamentary politics.
In an attempt to anticipate critique from the left, Hermansson adds that the communist perspective
cannot be compared to that of social democracy. While social democracy officially confesses to the
theory of the gradual and evolutionary road to socialism, which entails a passivity from the side of
the working class, the strengthening of the communists in the state apparatus presupposes an
increase in the activity of the working class.74 It is telling that the activity of the working class is not
seen as an exercise in power in itself, but rather that it becomes a means to an end: the exercise of
power within the capitalist state.
In his speech on the party congress of 1944, Hagberg maintained that it was not enough with a
political majority if one wanted the state power to fall into the hands of the working class. For that to
happen,
all decisive organs of the state need to pass into the hands of the workers. Through the possession of
these organs of power and through legislative efforts directed towards the earlier capitalist order of
production, the occupation of the means of production through society can be secured.75

Not only Hagberg and Hermansson expressed themselves in this way, but also Nils Holmberg, who
we earlier quoted when he established that the struggle for Soviets in Sweden was inappropriate.
Instead, he wanted to place the old, bourgeois organs of power in the hands of the working class. To
this, he added that ”we must change them, give them another content and other authorities.”76
The idea that the bourgeois state was not a solid tool for the bourgeoisie was stably anchored within
the party and it was seen as possible for the communist to use the power of the bourgeois state to
establish socialism.
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Seen in the context of democracy-reaction, the main obstacle to the democratization of the state
apparatus was the reactionary parties and their control over the police, military, courts and the
prisons.77 Thanks to this control, they could
Hold back the tempo in the parliamentary work of reforms in an often ridiculous way, which in turn
brings with it a lack of respect for the national parliament among the masses and a tendency to view the
parliament as subordinate and weak.78

The new view concerning the bourgeois state necessarily leads to another attitude towards it. Earlier,
during the era of the Comintern, the party programme explicitly called for the crushing of the
bourgeois state; Linderot himself saw the parliamentary assemblies first and foremost as arenas for
agitation. Now, the communists worked to strengthen the trust of the workers in the bourgeois
parliament, which was a sharp turn from their earlier view on the parliamentary institutions under
capitalism.

Conclusions
With this text, we have tried to analyze the development of the Communist Party of Sweden during
and after World War II and we have also evaluated social democracy critically. The conclusions that
we have reached are these:
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The party and ideology of the communist party must remain revolutionary, regardless of
whether the situation is revolutionary or not. The misinterpretation that the leadership of
the SKP made, that non-revolutionary times did not need a revolutionary program had
serious consequences for the communist movement and still affects it today. The goal of the
communists must remain the revolution, in both revolutionary and non-revolutionary times.
Even though the weight of real existing socialism seemed overwhelming in 1945 and gave
rise to a certain optimism that opened the door to the peaceful road to socialism, we now
know that such a possibility does not exist – the peaceful road to socialism was and is an
adjustment to capitalism.
The peaceful road to socialism cannot be seen only as a strive to minimize the violence that
the end of capitalism will mean. That the peaceful road was seen as passable was built on a
number of assumptions and factors. The violence that was directed towards the communist
movement in Sweden by capitalism, in combination with the optimism that existed due to
the progress of socialism after World War II paved the way for the illusion about the peaceful
transition to socialism. In turn, this gave rise to a number of revisions in the view of the state
and capitalism. It meant a conciliatory attitude towards the state of capital, which from being
a tool for capitalism, became a tool for the liberation of the workers. This also meant that
advances were made towards the social democratic movement and doors were opened to
the reformist ideology, where the social democratic party became an ally in the struggle for
socialism and where the gradual supplanting of capitalism became widely accepted. The
peaceful transition is not only a wish for less violence, but also meant a revised ideological
foundation. This does not mean that we wish violence, but that we – conscious of the fact
that the capitalists will not hand over power freely – know that the struggle will be hard and
violent.
Big changes do not happen in great leaps, but through small steps that taken individually
might seem harmless. It would have been impossible for the SKP of 1945 to transition to the
Left Party of the 1960s in one step – it would have been a too fundamental change to go

Olsson, 1976, s. 189.
Linderot, ”Demokratiskt handlingsprogram”, 1972, s. 273.
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through all in once. Rather, the change of the party must be seen as a process, where the
change occurred in small steps, where every new step produced a new ideological and
political level, which in turn allowed additional steps to be taken. The abandonment of the
dictatorship of the proletariat offers us a clear example. When the SKP decided not to include
the concept in the principles formulated in 1943, it was not immediately replaced by
something concrete, but was simply removed, which in turn opened several possible
interpretations on the transition to socialism. In the end, it opened up for the peaceful
transition. One step leads to another – the important thing is to never take the first step.
The fundamental line of conflict must always be the one between labor and capital. The
tendency to abandon the basic line of conflict within capitalism in favor of different political
expressions and contradiction hide the economic reality and prevents the communist party
to use the possibilities that a scientific analysis gives. The struggle against different political
expressions that capitalism creates continually forces the communists into a line of thought
that is based on the ”lesser evil” and lures the communists to position themselves between
already thought out alternatives that is presented to them. This makes the formulation of
independent alternatives much more difficult. Unfortunately, this tendency still dominates
within the Swedish left, where the temporary struggles are allowed to overshadow the
essential struggle for socialism. Some mean that the struggle against the right is the most
important struggle and thus absolves the capitalist left from blame; others suggest that neoliberalism is the major threat and thus create illusions concerning what possibilities that a
more regulated capitalism has to offer the people. In order to formulate a revolutionary
policy it is necessary to persist in the scientific analysis of the economic reality.
It is not possible to change the class character of the bourgeois state – even though it can
be forced to concessions; it remains in connection with the bourgeoisie. The struggle to
change the state from within and to win a certain amount of power shifted focus from the
building of the workers’ power through its own organizations to the strengthening of the
parliamentary positions of the party. We have showed the material basis for this sentiment,
but we want to be extra clear: the bourgeois state cannot be changed or used in socialist
construction – it remains the objective of the communists to break the confidence of the
masses in the bourgeois state and to reveal its class contents. This means that we cannot let
ourselves be fooled by the fact that the bourgeois state has administered a certain amount
of welfare for the working class and other exploited strata of the population. The provision of
welfare was a bi-product of the needs of the Swedish monopoles at a certain point in time,
which was complemented by a militant working class that pushed certain aspects of the
welfare than was not necessarily to the benefit of the needs of the monopolies for an
increased productivity. The main task of the social welfare from the perspective of the
monopolies was to effectivize the reproduction of the workers, which gave the expansive
Swedish monopolies a stable foundation, on which they could stand. The construction of
public housing, to take just one example, allowed the construction companies to expand
forcefully, which in turn laid the foundations for their expansion in the rest of the world.
The united and popular fronts laid the foundation for conciliatory attitudes towards social
democracy. In 1935, when the Comintern decided on the plans for the united and popular
fronts and for the united proletarian party, it meant a shift in the attitude towards social
democracy and the opening up for additional changer. The new view was developed by the
Swedish communists and eventually led them to make considerable adjustments in relation
to social democracy, which meant a distancing from basic aspects of Marxism-Leninism in
favor of a reformist perspective, characterized by a slow evolution. The working class was
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reduced to a means to an end: with the help of the activity of the working class, the exercise
of power of the communists in the state could grow stronger.
Social democracy remains an enemy to the working class in the struggle for socialism. As
has been mentioned earlier, the united and popular front opened the door to a conciliatory
attitude towards social democracy, where they became allies in the struggle for socialism.
This view on social democracy is a corner stone in the theory of the peaceful transition to
socialism and disregards the fact that the role and function of social democracy is to keep
workers within the framework of capitalism and to channel their dissatisfaction and anger in
such a way that the system in itself is not threatened. It is no coincidence that it was the
Social Democrats that unleashed the most furious attacks against the communists and
together with the secret police spent decades monitoring the activities of the communists.
The task of the communists in relation to social democracy must be to break their influence
over the working class and to reveal their role in maintaining the capitalist system.
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